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1. Introduction 

There is a large literature documenting that seemingly similar companies often differ systematically in 

important measures of performance, including productivity and profitability. Syverson (2011) provides a 

detailed review of studies documenting productivity differences, and Van Reenen (2010) has identified 

understanding the sources of firm heterogeneity as one of the current “grand challenges” in the social 

sciences.1 Although this literature has long focused on assessing the relative influence of firm-specific vs. 

industry-specific factors,2 a few studies have suggested that some of the sources of a firm’s advantage or 

disadvantage might be location-specific. Bloom, Sadun and Van Reenen (2012) distinguish between a 

“natural” (or location-specific) advantage hypothesis versus a “management” hypothesis to explain the 

sources of differential performance, and other studies suggest that there may be important country-level 

influences on firm outcomes.3 These factors include the education and attitude of the local workforce, 

supplier networks, and, more broadly, the institutional infrastructure and “culture.” Grossman and Maggi 

(2000), for example, posit that the diversity of talent within countries may explain the advantage of 

different economies in products whose success depend on the outstanding performance of a few 

individuals (e.g., software production in the U.S.) and for those relying on many complementary parts 

and quality control (e.g., automobile production in Japan).  

Understanding the role that location plays in firm performance is particularly relevant because of the 

increasing role of multinational companies. There is great interest in investigating multinationals’ ability 

to transfer their practices to different locations. Some studies have shown convergence in organizational 

practices and productivity across plants in different countries whereas others find that firms have 

difficulty replicating the practices of the home country’s plants abroad.4 It is often challenging, however, 

to empirically identify the effect of location-specific factors on firm outcomes because it is difficult to 

separate their role from other aspects of the firm. Moreover, even if firm and industry-specific factors 

are controlled for, companies might be producing different products (and for different markets) in 

different places, thus making the comparison of outcomes across locations hard to interpret. 

In this paper, we examine the question of location-specific production effects in the context of the 

automobile market. We exploit a natural experiment provided by the presence of assembly plants of 
                                                            
1 Other studies theorizing and documenting heterogeneity between and within industries include Aghion and Howitt, 
2009; Argote and Epple, 1990; Gibbons and Henderson, 2012; Hayes and Clark, 1985; Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple, 
2004; Ichniowski, Shaw, and Prennushi, 1997; Jovanovic, 1982; Leibenstein, 1987; Lippman and Rumelt, 1982; Nelson 
and Winter, 1982; Redding, 2011; and Syverson, 2004. 
2 McGahan and Porter 1997, 1999; Rumelt, 1991; Schmalensee, 1985. 
3 See for example: Bartelsman, Haskel and Martin, 2008; Barrell and Pain, 1999; Council of Competitiveness and 
Deloitte, 2010; Khanna and Rivkin, 2001; Makino, Isobe and Chan, 2004; Pisano and Shih, 2009; Porter, 1998. 
4 See among others: Abo, 1994; Beechler and Yang 1994; Doeringer, Lorenz and Terkla, 2003; Freeman and Shaw, 2009; 
Gertler, 2001; Liker, Fruin and Adler, 1999; Lowe, Morris and Wilkinson, 2000; McGahan and Victer, 2010. 
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Japanese auto-manufacturers in the U.S. In addition to producing in their home-country plants, Japanese 

car manufacturers established production plants in the U.S. in response to exchange-rate fluctuations and 

the Voluntary Export Restraints of the early 1980s (Russ, 2009). Honda and Nissan set up their first 

American assembly plants in 1982, and their move was soon followed by all other major Japanese car 

makers (Chung, Mitchell and Yeung, 2003; Russ, 2009). These plants have, increasingly, employed the 

local workforce (both on the shop floor and in managerial positions) and relied on U.S.-based parts 

suppliers (Abo, 1994; Chung et al., 2003; Dertouzos, Lester and Solow, 1989; Hashimoto, 1994; Klier 

and Rubenstein, 2008). Because a number of Japanese car models, including some very popular, high-

volume automobiles, are produced in both Japan-based and U.S.-based plants (e.g., Honda Accord, 

Toyota Camry), it is possible to assess whether the short- and long-run quality of cars is affected by the 

country of production, holding industry and company-level factors fixed, as well as observable features 

of the products.  

We use a unique dataset from a leading provider of wholesale used car auctions in the U.S., which 

includes over 565,000 Japanese-make used cars brought to auction between 2002 and 2008. We focus on 

Japanese car models produced both in the U.S. and Japan, and sold in the American market. The data 

contain detailed information on each car. Because of the richness of the data, we can identify essentially 

identical cars at the auction: for instance, the sample of 2002 Honda Accord SE 4-door sedans with 4-

cylinder engines sold in 2005 at the auction site in Chicago.  Importantly, we also observe the Vehicle 

Identification Number (VIN) that lists the country of manufacture for each vehicle. With that 

information, we investigate whether there are long-run quality differences for otherwise identical 

Japanese-make cars depending on whether they were assembled in the U.S. or Japan. The idea behind 

this empirical strategy is similar to that adopted by Bloom et al. (2012), who analyze differences in the 

impact of IT adoption on productivity between U.S.-owned and non-U.S.-owned “observationally 

identical” plants in the U.K. This strategy allowed them to separate location-specific factors from 

management-level determinants of the effectiveness of IT investments. Our approach is also similar to 

that adopted by Mas (2008), who uses data from construction equipment resale markets to study 

differences in production quality across plants.  

Our primary measure of quality is simply the sale price. The bidders at wholesale auctions are used-

car dealers who intend to resell cars to final customers. Given the competitive nature of these auctions, 

any observable quality differences should be incorporated into the sale price of used cars. Thus, for our 

main analysis, we run regressions of sale price on an indicator of whether the car was produced in Japan 

or the U.S., controlling for key observable characteristics of the car (e.g., mileage, auction location). For 

the average car model in our sample, we find a statistically significant yet very modest difference in sale 

prices, with cars assembled in Japan selling for an estimated $62 more than their U.S.-produced 
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counterparts. Compared to the average sale price of $8,545, this estimate implies that Japanese-built cars 

sell for around 1% more. At the 95% confidence level, we can rule out that the average difference is any 

more than $77. 

In addition to sale prices, we examine other more direct measures of quality, including an estimate of 

the costs to recondition the car provided by the auction company, whether it was auctioned with 

announced defects, whether it sold at the auction, and, conditional on selling, whether there was a 

problem with the car that resulted in after-sale arbitration between the buyer and seller. All else equal, we 

find no significant differences between Japanese-built and U.S.-built Japanese cars along any of these 

quality dimensions. The only statistically significant difference is that Japanese-built cars are 

approximately 1 percentage point more likely to sell at auction, again a modest increase off of a base rate 

of 64%. These modest differences suggest that the Japanese automakers were largely able to transfer 

their practices to their plants in the U.S. in such a way that the cars assembled in the two countries do 

not show significant long-run quality differences.  

The average estimates do, however, hide some interesting heterogeneity. Our dataset is dominated by 

two car models: the Honda Accord and the Toyota Camry, which are consistently two of the top-selling 

vehicles in the U.S. market.  Looking separately at the two automakers reveals rather different patterns.  

On average, we find no difference in the sale prices of Hondas produced in Japan versus the U.S. For 

Honda Accords produced from 1999 through 2004, we see essentially no difference in resale values 

across Japanese and U.S.-produced models, even for cars as old as 8 years. For Accords produced in the 

early 1990s, which are generally over 10 years old by the time they reach auctions in our dataset, some 

(imprecisely estimated) differences begin to emerge, with Japanese cars selling for roughly 4% more. For 

Toyota, the average price difference is approximately $100 in favor of Japanese-built cars.  Toyota 

Camrys produced between 1993 and 2001 show average differences between Japanese and American 

assembled cars of approximately 3%, which can be as much as a few hundred dollars for 2- to 3-year old 

cars.  There is also an important break in the pattern for Toyota that coincides with a substantial redesign 

of the Toyota Camry that took place starting with the 2002 model year. After the 2002 redesign, the 

Japanese-built advantage disappeared and actually seems to have reversed, with the American-built 

Camrys showing 1-2% higher resale values.   

Our paper provides new insights into the transferability of practices and performance within 

organizations, an issue of particular relevance for multinational companies as they try to transfer their 

practices to their foreign “transplants.” Taken together, our results suggest that Honda and Toyota were 

largely able to transfer their quality-production techniques to their U.S. plants. For Honda in particular, 

which began production in the U.S. approximately 5 years before Toyota, that transfer appears to have 

been completely successful by the late 1990s. These results add a new dimension to a small literature that 
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has attempted to assess, with mixed results, whether the Japanese transplants differ from the auto 

assembly plants in Japan in terms of productivity and the adoption of certain management practices.5 

More broadly, our findings are consistent with others that have documented the ability of multinationals 

to transfer their practices in multiple countries, such as Bloom et al. (2012), who show that U.S. 

multinationals have been able to obtain similar levels of productivity increase from investments in IT in 

their U.S.- and U.K.-based establishments. However, with the case of Toyota, we also see evidence that 

this transfer is not always complete and does not always occur quickly, which is consistent with Pil and 

MacDuffie (1999), who document that multinationals may at times need to work to adapt their practices 

to the host country. The case of Toyota, moreover, does not look consistent with gradual adaptation and 

convergence; rather, the transfer appears to have occurred suddenly after a major model redesign. 

The data and empirical approach in this study represent a substantial contribution to the literature on 

cross-plant performance differences. Much of the existing literature is based on small sample sizes and 

case studies. Furthermore, in many existing studies, the plants being analyzed may produce different 

products (or versions of a product), making comparisons harder to interpret. By contrast, our work is 

based on a dataset with half a million observations and allows us to compare products at a very granular 

level. Additionally, whereas most related studies focus on productivity as the outcome of interest, we 

examine whether there are differences in longer-run product quality. The data also allow us to explore 

whether quality differences emerge at various points in the products’ life cycle. These are important 

questions for the automobile sector and, more generally, for high-priced durable goods industries. 

Our findings here may also speak to the broader debates about the state of auto manufacturing in 

the U.S.  In the wake of the recent crisis and government intervention in the U.S. automotive industry, 

there has been renewed interest in understanding the origins of performance differentials between 

American and Japanese car manufacturers. Japanese cars are generally perceived to be of higher quality 

and more reliable, and many scholars have argued that this quality premium is the key to the success of 

Japanese brands in the North American market.6 Figure 1, which is based on a large sample of popular 

Japanese-make and U.S.-make cars sold at the wholesale auctions, confirms that these perceived quality 

differences are reflected in resale prices of cars from the two countries. The resale values of Japanese 

cars produced in the 1990s and early 2000s fell much slower as cars aged than did those of cars produced 

by U.S. manufacturers during this period.  But what is the source of this Japanese advantage? Better 

design, management practices, and corporate culture in Japanese firms have long been identified as the 

                                                            
5 These studies include Fucini and Fucini, 1990; Graham, 1995: Hashimoto, 1994: Kenney and Florida, 1995: Pil and 
MacDuffie, 1999: and Shibata, 2001. 
6 See for example: Barber and Darrough, 1996; Cusumano, 1988; Fujimoto, 2000; Helper, 1991; JD Power and 
Associates, 2010; Shimokawa, 2010; Train and Winston, 2007; and Womak, Jones, and Roos, 1990. 
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main determinants of this quality differential (Womack et al., 1990; Yates, 1983). However, a number of 

studies have also highlighted location-specific characteristics of the American environment itself (e.g., 

labor relations, supplier networks, and workers’ attitudes and education) that might affect the ability to 

produce high-quality cars (Dassbach, 1994; Dore and Sako, 1998; Hashimoto, 1994; Helper, 1991; 

Hofstede, 1984; Ingrassia and White, 1994; Sako and Helper, 1998).  There are limits to what our analysis 

can reveal about the sources of Japanese quality advantages. For example, the Japanese assembly plants 

are not unionized, and, for this reason, our analysis cannot inform debates about whether unionization 

affects the ability of the American manufacturers to improve their production quality. Nonetheless, our 

findings that Honda and Toyota were able (though with a substantial lag for Toyota) to achieve similar 

levels of long-run quality for cars assembled in the U.S. suggest that it is possible for foreign 

manufacturers to produce high-quality cars in the U.S. Accordingly, the key sources of the Japanese 

quality advantage are unlikely to be strongly related to inherently location-specific features of the U.S. 

manufacturing environment. 

The paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we offer background information on the 

wholesale used car auction company from which the data were obtained, and describe the data in this 

study. In Section 3 we present our empirical findings. We first report graphical analyses and then 

introduce our regression results, including a range of robustness checks, and investigate the 

heterogeneity in our data. In Section 4, we conclude with a discussion of some potential implications of 

our findings for understanding how firms transfer their practices to foreign locations. 

 

2. Institutional Context and Data 

The data for this study come from one of the largest operators of wholesale used-car auctions in the 

United States.7 We first offer some details of the auction process, and then describe the data.  

The wholesale auction process starts when a seller brings a used car to one of the company’s 89 

auction facilities located throughout the U.S. Details of the car are registered into the company’s system. 

The seller can then purchase detailing or reconditioning services from the auction company before a car 

is auctioned. Examples of reconditioning would include body work or repainting. Auction sites typically 

hold auctions once or twice a week. On these auction days, licensed used-car dealers come to the auction 

to purchase cars for resale. Depending on the particular auction site, more than 2,000 transactions can 

occur in a day. Most auction sites have somewhere between 4 and 7 auction lanes operating 

                                                            
7 The wholesale used automobile market is comparable in size to the market for new vehicles. The National Auto 
Auction Association reports that in 2009, for example, 8.9 million used vehicles were sold at wholesale auction in the 
U.S., compared to 10.4 million new cars. 
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simultaneously, through which cars are driven and put onto the auction block. Once on the auction 

block, the used-car dealers bid for them in a standard English (oral ascending-price) auction that lasts 

around 2 minutes per car. The highest bidder receives the car and can take it back to his used-car lot 

himself (by driving it or placing it on a truck), or can arrange delivery through independent delivery 

agencies that operate at the auctions. After the auction ends, if the buyers discover a significant defect 

with the car that was not disclosed by the seller at the auction, the auction company provides an 

arbitration procedure that allows buyers to demand compensation from the seller and, potentially, to 

return the car for a refund. 

Although the auctions occur quickly, the buyers at the auctions can observe a lot about the car that 

might influence the price they are willing to pay.  Upon arriving at the auction site, buyers can print off a 

list of the cars for sale that day that includes basic information about each car.  The cars are available on 

the lots prior to being auctioned for inspection by the dealers. As the time approaches for the auction, 

the car is driven slowly to the auction block in a line with other vehicles.  Dealers can walk along with 

the cars and inspect them as they roll through that line.  Finally, when a car is on the auction block, there 

is a screen that shows information about the car, including disclosures that the sellers make about defects 

or features of the car.   

Our data contain information about the auction outcome and other details for each car brought to 

auction from January 2002 through September 2008. The full dataset contains information on just over 

27 million cars. We observe information about each car, including its make, model, body style, model 

year, and odometer mileage as well as an identifier for the buyer and the seller who brought the car to 

the auction. Although all of the buyers at the auctions are used-car dealers, there is more diversity in the 

sellers. There are two major classes of sellers: car dealers and fleet/lease companies. A typical dealer sale 

might involve a new-car dealer bringing a car to auction that she received via trade-in and does not wish 

to (or cannot) sell on her own lot. The fleet/lease category includes cars from rental-car companies, 

university or corporate fleets, and cars returned to leasing companies at the end of the lease period. The 

important difference between these two types of sellers for our analysis is that the fleet/lease sellers tend 

to bring cars to the auction in large lots and set very low reservation prices whereas the dealers who sell 

cars at auction set higher reservation prices and sell a lower fraction of their cars. For the most part, 

therefore, there are fewer potential selection issues with cars brought to the auction by fleet/lease 

companies, which we investigate in robustness analyses for our regression results later in the paper. 

A number of variables in the dataset are useful as outcomes in our analysis. The data report whether 

the car was sold and, if so, the sale price. There is also information on each car’s condition. First, many 
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cars are given a condition report by the auction company when they arrive on the lot.8 Second, for cars 

that arrive at the auctions early enough (often the fleet/lease cars), the auction company frequently 

generates an estimate of potential reconditioning expenses. We also have information on whether the car 

had known defects at the time of the auction. Cars run through the auction using a system of lights that 

signal the level of known defects with a car. A green light indicates that the car has no known major 

defects. When a car is assigned a yellow light, some specific defects are listed. A car that is assigned a red 

light may have some significant defects and is sold “as is.” Finally, after the transaction, a buyer has the 

possibility of using an arbitration procedure offered by the auction company if they find major defects 

with the car that were not reported by the seller during the auction. 

Crucial for this study, the data also report the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) for each car. 

The 17-digit VIN of a car uniquely identifies a vehicle by its make, model, model year, body style, 

production year, production number on an assembly line, assembly plant, and, as indicated by the first 

digit of the VIN, the country where a car was assembled. For example, a number 1, 4, or 5 in the first 

digit of the VIN indicates that the car was assembled in the U.S. whereas the letter “J” indicates that it 

was assembled in Japan. 

On the auction day, the VIN of the car is reported on a screen above the auction block along with a 

range of other information about the car. The used-car dealers bidding at the auctions could determine 

the country of assembly for a car by looking at the VIN number. For this reason, any differences we find 

in the average selling price of the cars assembled in different countries could reflect quality differences 

that the dealers observe at the auctions or their perceptions of the difference in value across country of 

production. Of course, if dealers systematically discount cars based solely on their observation of the 

country of assembly from the VIN number, and not from observed defects of the car, it must be that 

they anticipate lower value of those cars in the resale market. We focus on differences in value at the 

auctions and remain largely indifferent about the degree to which dealers are using direct information 

about the VIN in their auction purchase decisions. However, our anecdotal observations of the auction 

process and discussions with managers at the auction company do not give us any reason to suspect that 

dealers are systematically reacting to information in the VIN about the country of assembly. We also 

doubt that many retail used-car buyers look for this information because very few people are familiar 

with VIN decoding. For these reasons, we suspect that any differences we might observe in pricing 

                                                            
8 Most of the cars that receive a condition report are those sold by fleet/lease sellers.  Those sellers tend to bring their 
cars to the auction site days before the auction in a big lot, which allows time for the auction company to do an 
assessment of the car.  The dealer–sellers often bring cars the morning of the auction and therefore rarely get a 
condition report from the auction company.   
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dependent on the location of production reflect observable quality differences (e.g., rust, engine noise, 

worn interiors, etc.) of the car at the time of auction.   

In order to perform a meaningful analysis of comparable cars, we isolate all vehicles that were 

assembled in both the U.S. and Japan as identified by make, model, model year, and body style. We limit 

the analysis to car types in which at least 5% and no more than 95% of the cars were assembled in Japan. 

Because our analysis uses fine-grained fixed effects, we also limit our analysis to cars for which we have 

at least 20 observations of the same car in a given auction location and sold by the same category of 

seller (fleet/lease vs. dealer). We further focus on cars between 0 and 14 years of age and with at least 

1,000 miles and less than 250,000 miles on the odometer. 

Overall, the sample of multi-country models includes 565,652 cars. The vast majority of the cars are 

Hondas (37%) and Toyotas (62%). The fraction of cars assembled in Japan is approximately 26% and is 

nearly identical for both Honda and Toyota cars. The cars that appear most frequently in our data are 

Honda Accords and Toyota Camrys (both with four-cylinder engines). 

Table 1 provides basic summary statistics. The average used car at an auction is just under 5 years old 

with a little less than 73,000 miles on the odometer. Approximately 64% of all cars brought to the 

auction sell, with an average selling price of roughly $8,545. This table also shows how these basic 

summary statistics vary by whether the car was assembled in the U.S. or Japan. For most variables, there 

is little difference between the American and Japanese cars. In particular, once the sample is limited to 

comparable cars produced in both countries, the average price and quality are very similar, already 

suggesting a limited impact of the location of production. The slightly higher average price for cars 

produced in the U.S. is mainly due to the lower average age and mileage of U.S.-assembled cars (in the 

regressions below, when we control for these factors and add fixed effects, this difference will, in fact, 

reverse). A large difference that stands out in the raw data is that the Japanese cars are (not surprisingly) 

more likely to appear in auctions in western states.9 

 

3. Empirical Analysis 

Our goal is to assess whether the country of assembly of cars affects their long-term value differences. 

The challenge for this analysis is how to measure long-run quality and value since there is no simple one-

dimensional index of quality. Our baseline approach is to assess whether the prices of cars differ 

depending on whether they were produced in the U.S. or Japan holding all other relevant variables 

constant. Once we isolate a particular car type and control for key observables, such as mileage, the 

                                                            
9 Of the states represented in the auction, we include AZ, CA, CO, HI, NV, NM, OR, UT, and WA as western states. 
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variation in prices at the auction will reflect some combination of noise, local-market fluctuations, and 

any quality differences in the cars that are observable to the buyers at the auction. It is this last source of 

variation in which we are interested because it should reflect aspects of cars that are not captured in any 

quantitative datasets, such as visual appearance, engine noise, and rust.  

We also assess the presence of value differences using five more direct measures of quality as 

outcome variables that are available in the dataset: whether the car was given a positive condition report 

by the auction company; the estimated cost to recondition the car provided by the auction company; 

whether the car was assigned a “green light” on the auction block, denoting no major defects; whether 

the car was sold at the auction; and whether an arbitration procedure was requested by the buyer after 

the car had been sold. The order in which we present these measures corresponds roughly to their 

relevant timing in the auction process. The condition report by the auction company and any 

reconditioning that the seller chooses to have performed are conducted prior to the auction. The light 

system, indicating defects, is displayed prominently for all cars that run through the auction blocks and 

provides perhaps the cleanest measure of known major defects for a car.10 Although visible defects 

should generally be priced into the car, a significant fraction of cars (36%) fail to sell at the auction. This 

suggests that some problems with cars could lead to a failure to sell rather than simply a reduction in sale 

price. For this reason, we also use the information on whether the car sold as an indicator of quality. 

Finally, the company has an arbitration procedure to aid buyers who, after the car has been sold, find 

major defects that were not disclosed. We use data on the prevalence of arbitration as well. 

The main hypothesis that we test is simple. If the country of production has a major effect on the 

value and quality of goods, then we should observe systematic differences in value and quality for 

otherwise identical goods produced in different countries. In the specific case of the automobile 

industry, if the perceived superiority of Japanese cars, as compared to American cars, is related to the 

production environment in Japan, then the vehicles produced by Japanese companies on the American 

soil should be of lower value and quality than the otherwise identical ones produced in Japan (for the 

U.S. market). 

 

3.1 Graphical analysis 

We begin our comparison of cars assembled in Japan with their U.S. counterparts with some simple 

graphs of average sale prices across a range of ages. First, Figure 2 plots the average prices for all cars in 

the sample of 565,652 vehicles, for different ages, splitting by country of assembly. The lines for 

                                                            
10 The reasons that might cause a car to run under a yellow or red light would include transmission problems, exhaust-
system issues, structural damage from an accident, and so on. 
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Japanese-assembled and U.S.-assembled cars lie on top of each other for the most part, and where 

differences exist, they are generally on the order of a $100 premium for cars assembled in Japan. Second, 

in Figure 3, we further exploit the detail and size of our dataset to focus on the two most popular car 

models in our dataset.  Panel A shows average prices for the Toyota Camry 4C 4D Sedan Le produced in 

1999 (N = 47,804) and 2002  (N = 31,235) whereas Panel B shows average prices for the Honda Accord 

4C 4D Sedan EX Auto again produced in 1999 (N = 17,907) and 2002 (N = 11,104). The price-by-age 

lines for the American and Japanese assembled cars are very close in all four cases across the full range 

of available ages. Interestingly, whereas for the two older models (1999) there seems to be a slight price 

premium for those assembled in Japan, the opposite is true for the newer models (2002), with the U.S.-

assembled models selling for slightly higher prices than the equivalent models assembled in Japan. This is 

particularly the case for the Toyota Camry. Taken together, these graphs provide our first suggestive 

evidence that there is very little difference in the prices of used cars based on location of assembly, and 

that, if any, the difference has decreased for more recent models.   

 

3.2 Regression analysis 

3.2.1 Main price regressions 

We now estimate versions of the following model: 
 

	,  (1)
  

where j indexes a particular “car type” and i indicates individual observations of that car. The dependent 

variable in Equation (1) is the sale price conditional on selling. Depending on the specification, we use 

this variable in either levels or in natural logarithm. We regress prices on an indicator for whether the car 

was assembled in Japan (JAPAN); thus our primary estimate of interest is . We control for 

characteristics of the individual car, denoted by the matrix Xi, such as a third-order polynomial in miles 

and the interaction of this polynomial with a car’s age.11 Finally, and crucially for the inferences that we 

will be able to make, we include fixed effects for the car type, expressed by  in Equation (1). Given the 

richness and size of our dataset, and to help us perform the best possible “apples-to-apples” comparison, 

the car type is defined at a very fine level. For all of our specifications, this car type includes the 

combination of make, model, body style, model year of the car, and auction year.12 Accounting for these 

                                                            
11 On average (see Table 1), Japan-assembled cars have about 4,000 more miles and are about 3 months older. When 
running regressions of miles and age on the JAPAN dummy and car-type fixed effects, the differences (estimated 
parameter on Japan) reduce to less than 1,000 miles and just a few days. 
12 Because the fixed effect includes both the model year and the auction year, we cannot include a direct term for age 
among the controls in Xi. 
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characteristics is important because models within the sample are produced in the U.S. and in Japan at 

different rates.  

Table 2 reports the price-regression results. In Column (1), we include the basic fixed effect for car 

type in the regression, but do not control for auction location.  The estimated price difference between 

Japan- and U.S.-produced cars is $125, implying a price differential of about 2% on average. Not 

controlling for auction location, however, likely biases up the Japanese–U.S. price differential. Due to 

transportation costs, for any particular car model, the units assembled in Japan are more likely to be sold 

on the west coast than elsewhere in the country. This fact is relevant for our analysis because cars 

depreciate more quickly in places that have snowy winters (due to increased accidents and the use of 

road salt); therefore, used cars that are sold in the Midwest (where there is a greater concentration of 

U.S.-assembled models) will have lower value for reasons not related to the country of assembly of the 

car. More generally, there may also be different price levels in different local markets, which again could 

bias the results.   

In the remaining columns of the table, and throughout the rest of the analysis, we include the 

auction location within our “car type” fixed effect. Adding that control in Column (2) reduces the Japan 

effect by about half, with the estimates showing that, all else equal, cars assembled in Japan sell for $64 

more than their U.S.-built counterparts. The estimate is statistically significant (not surprising with our 

large sample size) but modest in size when compared to the average sale price of $8,545. The 95% 

confidence interval around the estimate (using robust standard errors clustered at the fixed-effect level) 

ranges from $48 to $77. In Column (3), we also add the seller type (dealer vs. fleet/lease) to the car-type 

fixed effect, and the estimate is essentially unchanged at $62. Column (4) displays estimates from the 

same specification as in Column (3) but uses the natural log of price as the outcome variable. The 

estimates imply a price differential of about 1% on average.  Given the size of the dataset, we can rule 

out at the 95% confidence level that this difference is more than 1.3%. 

 

3.2.2 Quality-metrics regressions 

In Table 3, we consider the five variables of a car’s quality described above and conduct essentially the 

same analysis that we did for prices: 

	,   (2)
 where Yj is, in turn, one of the five quality variables described above. In addition to providing additional 

metrics to evaluate the presence of systematic heterogeneities related to the location of production, the 

use of quality measures might also address some potential issues in the application and interpretation of 

the price results. First, the price regressions are based on only the sample of sold cars whereas, for some 
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of the quality measures, we can use the full sample of sold and unsold vehicles, thus addressing some 

selection concerns (as further discussed below). Second, some of the quality metrics that we use (the 

condition report, the estimated reconditioning expenses, and the lights) are determined by the auction 

companies and are independent of some factors that might determine market prices in ways that might 

obscure value and quality difference. For example, imagine that there is a strong “brand effect,” such 

that it is expected that final buyers only care about a car being of a certain make, and do not pay 

attention to some quality details. This might lead to compressing the price differential, but it would not 

affect the quality assessments made by the auction company. 

With the exception of the estimated reconditioning costs, the other four outcome variables are 

dichotomous. In all cases, however, we use linear estimation rather than a discrete-choice model like 

Probit or Logit for the binary variables because we control for car types using a large number of fixed 

effects.13  The fixed effect δi that is used in these regressions is the combination of make, model, body 

style, auction year, model year, auction location, and seller type, as in Columns (3) and (4) of Table 2.  

Although all of the point estimates go in the direction of higher quality for Japanese-assembled cars, 

we do not find any significant difference (either statistical or economic) in any of these outcome 

measures other than the probability of sale.  The Japanese cars are 0.9 percentage points more likely to 

sell at auction than are their U.S.-assembled counterparts, but again this is a modest difference compared 

with the baseline probability of selling of 64%.   

 

3.2.3 Robustness tests for average differences 

The findings reported above indicate that “otherwise identical” cars produced in Japan and the U.S. do 

not, on average, have major value differences. In this section, we investigate whether these results are 

robust to potential alternative explanations and specifications that would, instead, indicate a larger role 

for the country of production in ways that our baseline empirical strategy does not capture.  

Selection issues. One potential concern with the price regressions is that they are based on cars that 

eventually sold at an auction. Cars that go unsold might be of systematically low quality. If these low-

quality cars were disproportionally assembled in one of the two countries, then the estimates in Table 2 

might not be reliable. However, the fact that there are very small differences in selling probability 

between cars assembled in the U.S. and Japan is reassuring that the price regressions described in the 

previous section are not substantially affected by this type of selection bias. Note also that, in the 

                                                            
13 Because reconditioning occurs almost exclusively for cars brought to auction by fleet/lease sellers (who bring the cars 
several days in advance providing time for reconditioning), we also ran the analysis for estimated reconditioning costs 
limiting the sample to the fleet/lease cars, and the findings did not change. 
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regressions reported in Table 3, where we analyze direct quality measures, in all cases except for the 

probability of arbitration, the models are estimated on the full sample of both sold and unsold cars (the 

sample is smaller when we use the green light indicator because this variable was recorded only from 

2005 on), and no differences are found.14 

Somewhat more fundamentally, our sample is selected in that cars brought to auction are not 

necessarily representative of all used cars transacted in different markets. Not all used cars go through 

the wholesale auction process, and it may be that quality (either good or bad) is a driver of whether cars 

appear at the auction in the first place. This presents a potential challenge to the external validity of our 

results. For example, suppose that only very low-quality cars are transacted at wholesale auctions. This 

would lead us to find only small differences in quality by country of production even if there were large 

differences in the universe of used cars. One way that we can address this concern is to exploit the 

differences in behavior between our different seller types. Recall that the fleet/lease sellers (e.g., rental-

car companies) tend to sell their entire aging fleets in large lots at the auctions. There is plausibly very 

little or no selection in the cars that these sellers bring. On the other hand, the dealer sellers have a fair 

amount of discretion on which cars they bring to auction rather than selling on their own lots. Columns 

(1) through (4) of Table 4 report estimates from the same specification as in our preferred specification 

from Columns (3) and (4) of Table 2, with the sample of sold cars broken into fleet/lease sellers and 

dealer only sellers. The differences between U.S.- and Japan-assembled cars are somewhat larger for the 

fleet/lease sellers, but this is mostly due to the higher average prices for the fleet/lease cars (they tend to 

be younger and with lower mileage).  The log difference between U.S.- and Japan-assembled vehicles is 

estimated to be the same for fleet/lease and dealer cars.  Furthermore, when we look at the probability 

that a car was built in Japan (not reported here), we find that there is very little difference between the 

probability for fleet/lease versus dealer cars.   

Another approach to explore whether selection on which cars appear at wholesale auctions could be 

affecting our results is to compare the distribution of country of assembly in our auction data to the 

fraction produced in each country when the cars were sold new. Although the auction locations for this 

company do not cover the country in a representative fashion, given the large scale of the auction data 

here, we could expect that, in the absence of quality selection into the auction, the distribution at the 

auctions would roughly match the production data. However, if only low-quality cars are brought to 

auction and there are systematic differences in quality by country-of-assembly, then the ratios of 

Japanese to U.S. cars should be different in the auction data than in the underlying production runs for 

the cars. To address this issue, we collected data from Ward’s Automotive Yearbook, a leading automobile 
                                                            
14 The estimates on the sample of only sold cars are very similar to those on the full sample, for all of these variables. 
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trade publication, on the fraction of new-car sales in North America that were imports (i.e., assembled in 

Japan) versus domestically produced by make, model, and model year for the cars in our sample. In 

Figure 4, we graph the fraction of cars for each model that were assembled in Japan in the auction data 

against the fraction imported from Japan based on the new-sales data from Ward’s Automotive Yearbook. 

Our data are quite closely related to the fraction of imports when cars were new. In particular, the scatter 

of points is not systematically shifted on one side of the 45-degree line or the other, suggesting that there 

is no strong country-of-assembly selection bias in which cars come to the auction.  In fact, a regression 

of the relationship (with a constraint to pass through the origin) has a coefficient of 1.05.   

 This comparison with production statistics also gives us another robustness test for our price 

regressions. If selection is a concern, we would expect our results to change if we focused only on 

models for which the country-of-assembly fractions at the auctions were similar to those from the 

production data.  In Columns (5) and (6) of Table 4, we estimate our basic price regressions, excluding 

from the sample the car models for which the difference in fraction of imports between our data and the 

Ward’s data is greater, in absolute value, than 15 percentage points. This cut does not change the results 

we saw for the full sample.15 These findings suggest that substantial differential selection into the 

auctions by country of production is unlikely to be a problem for our analysis. 

It is also possible to use the Ward’s data to do a Heckman-style correction. We do not have any 

information for cars at the individual level that would allow us to estimate the first-stage in a Heckman-

correction model for the probability of being observed in the auction dataset.  However, the Ward’s data 

does allow us to estimate, for each make/model/model-year combination (e.g., 1999 Honda Accord), 

the fraction of cars assembled that year in each country that eventually appear in our auction data.  

Those fractions give us an estimate of the probability that particular car models assembled in each 

country will be observed in the auction dataset and is roughly analogous to the first-stage estimates in a 

Heckman procedure. We can then use those probabilities of being observed to create an inverse Mills 

ratio (at the make/model/model-year by country-of-assembly level) and include that in our main 

regression specifications. We find that including the inverse Mills ratio generates a modest increase in the 

size of the Japan coefficient in our regressions, but Japanese difference is still consistently within the 

$100 range and none of the results change in a qualitatively meaningful way when including this 

correction procedure.    

                                                            
15 The “outliers” are the 1987, 1993, 1997, 1998, and 2000 models of the Honda Civic; the 1990 and 2001 Honda 
Accord; and the 2006 Toyota Camry. Note that in our sample, there also are some car models for which there is no 
information in the Ward’s data. If we also exclude these models with no information in the Ward’s data, the estimates do 
not significantly change (the estimate on the JAPAN dummy is $57). 
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Under-specification and specific car options. Although we control for very granular fixed effects, 

our comparisons might still suffer from omitted variable bias. First, because the quality measures that we 

used in Table 3 as outcome variables are likely to also affect a car’s price, we might want to include them 

in the price regressions. We do so in Column (7) of Table 4 and find very similar results to those in 

Table 2: 0.8% versus 1%. As it turns out, the slightly lower Japan estimate when controlling for quality 

measures does not actually come from the inclusion of quality controls. Information on the light-code 

for the car is available only after 2005 in our data. If we limit the sample to auctions from 2005 on, the 

estimated Japan difference is 0.8% whether or not we control for quality measures.   

A second concern might be that, despite our fine-level fixed effect, there could be systematic 

variation in the features included in models assembled in the U.S. versus Japan. Unlike American 

automakers, who during this period gave customers numerous options, Honda and Toyota are well-

known for producing a limited number of trim levels for a car and avoiding optional features. Therefore, 

hidden features are unlikely to be a large issue here. However, we do have some limited information 

about optional features that the auction company started recording for auctions conducted in 2006 and 

later.  In Column (8), we add indicators for a range of car features, such as sunroof, anti-lock brakes, 

automatic windows, etc. Adding these controls results in a coefficient estimate of 0.9% in the log 

specification, again not distinguishable from our original estimate.    

Residual variation. One might also be concerned that the high R-squared values in our price 

regressions imply that there is little variation in auction prices once the basic observables have been 

controlled for, and that this is the reason why we find only modest differences between Japanese and 

U.S. cars. For instance, imagine that, for efficiency reasons, dealers bought used cars based on an explicit 

formula that used inputs of the car type and mileage and ignored all other observations about the car. In 

such a setting, even if there were underlying differences in value due to the country of production, the 

market would not be pricing them in, and the absence of a difference in value related to the country of 

production would not emerge in our analysis. We are not concerned, however, that this is the situation 

with these used-car auctions. First, variables such as a poor condition report or defects listed in the light 

system have very large estimated impacts on prices. For example, all else equal, a car listed with a red 

light sells for a significant $853 less than one running under a green light (the difference between a 

yellow light and a green light is $575); each dollar expected to be spent for reconditioning translates into 

a price reduction of $0.4. In addition, the residuals from a regression specification such as that in 

Column (2) in Table 2, dropping the Japanese dummy, range by over $2,100 from the 10th to 90th 

percentiles, suggesting that there is significant variation in auction prices that is not captured by 

controlling for car characteristics and local-market conditions. 
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Differences across the value distribution. The analyses above are conducted on means. When 

considering the formation of perceptions of long-run quality, however, it may also be worth looking at 

the extremes of the value distribution. In particular, it could be that the chance of buying a car of very 

low value is what most significantly influences perceptions of long-run quality. To the extent that cars 

whose value is in the left tail of the distribution are disproportionately produced in one country (for 

example, in the U.S.), an analysis based also on mean values might obscure this effect. To investigate this 

possibility, we consider the estimated Japanese–U.S. differences at different quantiles of the price 

distribution. To handle the large number of fixed effects in our analysis, we employ the following 

procedure. First, for each car type (defined by the combination of make, model, body style, model year, 

auction year, and auction location), we estimate parameters from the following specification:  

	 ; 	 	 , 	 , (3) 

where j is each specific car type and the estimates are made at the th quantile; where  

∈ 0.1, 0.25. 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 ;  is a third-order polynomial in miles, with the parameters allowed to 

differ at each quantile . Then, for each , we compute the weighted average of  over all car types j, 

with the weight being the relative sample size of each car type (number of observations over total 

number of observations). We limit the analysis to car types for which we have at least 20 vehicles sold. 

We use a bootstrap procedure (with 200 replications) to estimate the standard errors of these weighted-

average regression estimates. The results are reported graphically in Figure 5, and compared to the OLS 

parameter estimate on JAPAN (the standard errors for the OLS estimates are derived from a 

bootstrapping procedure like the one described above).  

 There is a slightly higher estimate of the difference between Japan- and U.S.-assembled cars for 

the lower percentiles, indicating that prices might be picking up some differences for cars of lowest 

values, and the differences are smaller for high-percentile values. Overall, however, these quantile 

estimates are comparable to the average OLS results.  

 

3.3.4 Exploring heterogeneity across makes and over time 

The results presented above focus on the average difference between Japanese- and U.S.-assembled cars 

in our dataset. Although we document modest average differences, those averages may obscure 

important heterogeneity across car makers (Honda and Toyota) or over time. We now explore that 

variation in more depth. In addition to being a further test of the robustness of our findings, this analysis 

addresses questions that are interesting on their own. First, Honda and Toyota might have followed 

different patterns in their process of transferring their practices from Japan to the U.S. While sharing a 

few common aspects, important differences in the production processes at Honda and Toyota plants 
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have been documented (Russ, 2009; Sako, 2004); these differences might also have affected each 

company’s ability to achieve similar levels of quality in different countries. To our knowledge, this 

possibility has not been explored through large-sample empirical analyses to date. Differences in value 

and quality convergence between the two carmakers might also be due to the simple fact that Honda set 

its first plant in the U.S. 6 years before Toyota started production at the Georgetown, KY plant (where 

the most popular Toyota model, the Camry, is assembled). Therefore, a simple “learning by doing” story 

would imply that the longer period that the car has been available (and the higher the cumulative 

production), the more successful the application of high-quality production processes would be.16 

Second, and relatedly, it is reasonable to assume that, if any quality differences existed, they were more 

likely to occur in the first years of operations of the overseas plants. Third, by having information for 

each model year, we can analyze whether any convergence in the ability to produce high-quality cars 

occurred gradually or through a more “discrete” pattern. 

In Table 5, we repeat our main regression analysis, but split the sample into Toyota and Honda cars.  

Comparing Columns (1) and (5), we see that the Japanese-assembled Toyotas have average sale prices 

$99 higher than their American-assembled counterparts. The Hondas produced in Japan, however, sell 

for only a statistically insignificant $7 more than the U.S.-built Hondas. Thus, we see that all of the 

Japanese–U.S. differences that have been observed above come from Toyota cars.   

In Figure 6, we explore the estimated Japanese–U.S. differences for different model years of the two 

most popular cars in the dataset: the four-cylinder versions of the Toyota Camry and the Honda Accord, 

which represent about 84% of the full dataset. Panel A plots the estimated coefficients from our basic 

log-price regression specification by model year for the Toyota Camry and gives the 95% confidence 

interval around the estimates. Camrys produced before 2001 have somewhat sizeable estimated 

differences between Japan-assembled and U.S.-assembled cars (2-3%). As of 2002, however, that 

Japanese-assembly advantage disappears and, in fact, reverses, with Camrys assembled for the 2002 

model years and later showing average differences in favor of the U.S.-assembled cars of around 1%. 

Interestingly, over this period, Toyota engaged in substantial redesigns of the Camry every 5 years and 

the break in the series at 2002 coincided with a new version of the Camry that was launched for the 2002 

model.  For the Honda Accord, the patterns are more stable. For models produced prior to 1995, there 

is a large estimated log-price difference on the order of 3-4%, but these estimates are not precise and the 

95% confidence interval includes 0 for many of these model years. For model years 1999 and on, for 

which the estimates are very precise, there is essentially no difference between the Japan-assembled and 

U.S.-assembled Honda models.  
                                                            
16 Levitt, List and Syverson (2012) have recently explored learning by doing in an auto assembly plant. 
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These time patterns for Toyota and Honda are detailed in Columns (2), (4), (6), and (8) of Table 5 

where we include an interaction between the JAPAN dummy and an indicator for model years prior to 

2002. For Toyota models produced after 2002, the American-built cars have predicted sale prices 0.7% 

higher whereas those produced before 2002 show a 2% advantage over the Japanese-assembled cars. For 

Honda, there is no difference estimated for recent models and a modest 0.7% estimated difference for 

models produced prior to 2002. Similar results are found when looking at the other quality metrics 

(Table 6). In particular, the slightly higher sales probability for Japanese cars is driven by pre-2002 

Toyota models.   

Figure 7 offers our most detailed investigation into the heterogeneity in Japanese–U.S. production 

differences. The graphs plot the estimated Japan–U.S. difference from our standard log-price regression 

specification, but now run separately by four Camrys and Accords by model year and including 

interactions between the Japan dummy and the age of the car.17  Each line in these graphs represents a 

different model year (labels shown at the right end of the line) with estimates of the Japan coefficient for 

each age of that model year observed in the auction data.18 Panel A shows the results for the four-

cylinder Toyota Camry and Panel B the results for the four-cylinder Honda Accord. These graphs largely 

confirm the patterns from Figure 6. In particular, there is a clear break in the level of the Japanese–U.S. 

difference between the 2001 and 2002 model years for the Toyota Camry whereas the Honda Accord 

only shows sizeable differences for very old cars in the dataset. Looking at the slopes of the lines, 

however, reveals some new information. For Toyota Camrys produced prior to 2002, most of the lines 

are quite flat, suggesting that the log-price differentials in favor of the Japanese-assembled cars had 

appeared within the first couple years of the cars’ lives and that the differences (in percentage terms) 

persist as these cars age.  For the Honda Accord, we see little difference for cars that are roughly 8 years 

old or younger. For older cars, however, there is at least the suggestion of a positive slope to these lines.  

Because estimates for very old cars are noisy, we are cautious in interpreting these differences, but to the 

extent that they exist, they might be consistent with some quality differences that increase in favor of the 

Japanese-assembled models as the cars become very old.  

 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper, we use a dataset with information on over 565,000 used automobiles brought to wholesale 

auctions to examine whether the prices of “otherwise identical” Japanese-make cars (i.e., cars of the same 
                                                            
17 We account for body-style in these price regressions but estimate the Japan differences aggregated across body styles 
for that make and model year (i.e., without interactions with body style).   
18 For example, if we take the case of the 1999 Toyota Camry, we observe those cars at ages 3-9 in our auction data that 
run from 2002-2008.   
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make, model, model year, and body style that were transacted in the same year at the same auction site 

where they were brought by the same type of seller) vary depending on whether the car was assembled in 

the U.S. or Japan. We find that on average the Japanese-assembled versions sell for slightly more than 

their U.S.-built counterparts.  For recent model years, we find no advantage for the Japanese-built cars 

whereas for older model years, especially for Toyota models produced prior to 2002, there are somewhat 

more substantial differences. 

Despite the large sample size, our ability to control for observables and very fine-grained car fixed 

effects, and the several robustness checks we performed, there are perhaps a few other issues that could 

affect the interpretation of our results that are worth discussing. For example, we do not have direct 

information on production costs. It is possible that the broad similarities in the outcome measures we 

observe (especially for recent model years) might hide differences on the input side. However, previous 

studies, such as Pil and MacDuffie (1999), have documented that input costs (and also, for example, 

investments in safety) in Japanese plants and in the U.S. transplants are highly comparable. Also, we 

cannot account for some specific tastes of final users that might be related to the country of assembly of 

a car. American consumers might put a premium on buying vehicles actually produced in the U.S. Such a 

preference might lower the price of Japanese-assembled cars and thereby counteract a higher premium 

that would otherwise be associated with Japanese-built cars because of built quality.  Although we cannot 

rule out such an effect, as mentioned above, customers typically do not know how to decode VINs and 

are unlikely to actually know where their Japanese brand car was assembled. Our analysis of direct quality 

measures also suggests that this type of story is unlikely to be affecting our results. The quality 

assessments are made, for the most part, by the auction company and prior to the transactions occurring, 

and we find no meaningful differences (on average) related to the country of assembly. 

Overall, we see our findings as largely consistent with the idea that the two dominant Japanese 

automakers have been successful in transferring their high-quality production to their U.S. transplants. 

The fact that Japanese car companies have been largely successful at exporting their organizational 

capital might also indicate an overall ability to export capital in general, and, for this reason, our results 

may inform the debate on the trade-offs between importing labor and exporting capital in response to 

demographic changes (Higgins and Williamson, 1997; Yashiro, 2001).   

Our findings about Toyota, however, also suggest that this ability to transfer quality production is 

not automatic. Our estimates imply that for cars built through 2001, the U.S.-assembled Toyotas had 

somewhat lower long-run quality than did their Japanese-assembled counterparts. When one considers 

that Honda established its first plant in the U.S. about 5 years before Toyota did, the fact that Honda 
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seems to have had a better convergence in the U.S. and Japanese build quality might be consistent with a 

“learning by doing” story.19 Yet, by 2000, Toyota had been building the Toyota Camry in Kentucky for 

12 years. The fact that the U.S.-built Camrys manufactured at that time show 2-3% lower resale values 

than do the Japanese-built ones suggests that convergence in practices is not always complete, even for 

highly successful and well-run firms like Toyota. The fact that these resale-value differences shifted 

abruptly with the overhaul of the design of Toyota’s flagship car for 2002 also seems significant. This 

result suggests to us that convergence in production practices (or at least production quality) may be 

difficult to achieve through gradual incremental change and may instead require larger changes to 

production and management practices, similar to what a plant would see when launching a fully 

redesigned product.  Of course, our study—based as it is on observing used-car transactions—cannot 

speak to the sources of these management and production changes, or to the specific origins of the 

different patterns for Honda and Toyota.20 Our hope is that our observations here may generate an 

interesting avenue of exploration for management scholars. 

This research has clear implications for understanding the ability of the Japanese automakers to 

transfer their techniques to foreign plants. But what, if anything, do these results have to say about the 

crisis in American auto manufacturing and the perceived quality gap between American and Japanese 

cars? We believe that our evidence is most consistent with the interpretation that if U.S. car makers 

struggle to produce cars of comparable quality to their foreign competitors, that competitive 

disadvantage is unlikely to be primarily a result of location-specific factors, such as worker ability, available 

supplier networks, and general American “work culture.” Any disadvantage is more likely to stem, 

instead, from company-specific factors, such as design and management practices defined at the corporate 

level. The one obvious caveat, however, is that the Japanese plants we observe are not unionized 

whereas workers are generally unionized at the production plants of the American automakers. Although 

our results cannot speak one way or another to whether unionization affects production quality for the 

American automakers, they do clearly show that there is nothing inherently or fundamentally limiting in 

the American manufacturing environment that prevents quality automobile production.21  

The apparent limits of Toyota’s ability to fully transfer its production quality to its U.S. plants for at 

least part of the 1990s may also speak to the challenges that car companies face in trying to adopt 

improved production practices.  Our findings are an example of replication within plants of the same 

                                                            
19 Honda had also set a motorcycle assembly plant in the U.S. in the late 1970s. On the other hand, Toyota had some 
previous experience with production in the U.S. through the NUMMI (Russ, 2009). 
20 Russ, 2009 and Sako, 2004 explore the managerial and cultural differences of Honda and Toyota. 
21 For recent discussions on producing high-quality manufacturing in the U.S., see for example: Engardio (2009); Helper, 
Krueger and Wiel, 2012; National Economic Council, 2011; and Porter and Rivkin, 2012. 
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company (in different countries), but are consistent with the notion that replication is potentially very 

different from imitation between competitors (Gibbons and Henderson, 2012; Rivkin, 2001; Szulanski, 

1996), as witnessed by the persistent depreciation gap documented in Figure 1 between cars of American 

and Japanese makers. If Toyota struggled somewhat to fully incorporate its practices at its own plants in 

the U.S., then it is perhaps less surprising that the American automakers struggled throughout this period 

to adopt the successful practices of their Japanese competitors.   

Finally, we feel that our use of a large auction dataset in this analysis represents a useful 

methodological contribution to the broad literature on productivity. Auction settings offer high-

frequency data and information from competitive markets where prices are highly informative of all of 

the (observable) characteristics of a product. In wholesale auctions, in particular, both the demand and 

supply side are composed of sophisticated agents with knowledge and experience on how to “correctly” 

value different attributes of a good. Analyzing these types of data to better understand production value, 

especially for aging durable goods, should be a promising direction for future work in this vein. For 

example, auction outcomes could provide a “laboratory” for additional studies of how otherwise 

identical products differ in quality according to their location of production. This would be particularly 

interesting because firms from large emerging economies, such as China and India, are gaining a 

foothold in international markets (and, vice versa, Western multinationals are increasingly producing in 

plants in these and other emerging countries). The approach in this paper could also be used to study 

differences across identical products manufactured in multiple plants within a country; this could provide 

a means for assessing questions such as plant-specific quality, the role of local/regional factors (see, for 

example, Shaver and Flyer, 2000 on geographic clustering and performance of foreign greenfield 

investments in the U.S.), as well as the effect of events such as labor disputes and unrest (see, for 

example, Mas, 2008). 
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Figure 1: Resale values by car age for Japanese vs. U.S. automakers 
 

This figure graphs the average estimated resale value for the top 45 car models produced by either American or Japanese 
car manufacturers that appear in the wholesale auction sample between 2002 and 2008. For cars sold during the same 
year as their listed model year, the estimate is based on a representative car with 10,000 miles on the odometer.  Each 
subsequent year increases the mileage by 14,000.  The figure plots the ratio of the estimated price for cars of that age and 
mileage as a fraction of the estimated “near new” value for that car at 0 years and 10,000 miles.  Estimates are obtained 
separately for each car model (e.g., Ford Taurus or Honda Accord) from regressions that control for fourth-order 
polynomials in age and mileage as well as fixed effects for body style and auction location.  The curves here are the 
weighted average of these depreciation curves for the cars produced by automakers from the respective country.    
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Figure 2: Average price by age, all cars in sample, by country of assembly 
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Figure 3: Average price by age for specific models 
 
 

A. Toyota Camry 4C 4D Sedan LE

 

B. Honda Accord 4C 4D Sedan LX Auto
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Figure 4: Comparison of fraction of cars assembled in Japan in auction data vs. production 
data 
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Figure 5: Quantile price difference analysis 
 
The black solid line reports the estimates of Japan-U.S. assembly price differences at different quantiles 
of the price distribution. The estimates are obtained as follows. First, we estimate quantile regressions of 
price on an indicator for the car being assembled in Japan and a mileage polynomial, separately for each 
car type (defined by the combination of make, model, body style, model year, auction year, and auction 
location). For each of the 10th, 25th,   50th, 75th and 90th quantiles, an average of the estimates is obtained 
by weighting the estimates for each car type by the number of observations for that car type. The full set 
of observations is then re-sampled 200 and the procedure is repeated in order to derive the standard 
errors, from which the confidence intervals (black dotted lines) are obtained. The grey solid line reports 
the OLS estimate, and the grey dotted lines are the confidence intervals obtained through the same 
bootstrapping procedure described above. 
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Figure 6: Price differences by country of assembly and model year for Toyota Camry and 
Honda Accord 
 
The solid line in the two graphs below reports the estimates of the parameters  from the following regression model: 
ln	 ∑ 	, where ln(PRICE) is the natural log of price for a car i of type 
j, , and 1 ∑ . The fixed effect j is the combination of make, model, model year, auction 
year, auction location, and seller type. The dotted lines represent the confidence intervals. 
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Figure 7: Estimated Japanese vs. U.S. resale differences by model year and age 
 
The lines in these graphs show the estimated differences in sale prices for Japanese-built cars relative to U.S. assembled 
cars.  Each line comes from a regression of cars from that model year (model year labeled for each line) and plots the 
coefficient estimates on an interaction between the Japan dummy and the car's age when auctioned.  Each regression 
controls for a fixed effect that is the combination of the make, model, body style, model year, and auction location as 
well as a fourth-order polynomial in mileage.   
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Table 1: Summary Statistics 
 

 
 

Note: Standard deviations in parentheses. 
  

US-assembled Japan Assembled
obs mean mean mean

Model year 565,652 1,999.64 1,999.81 1,999.16
(3.79) 3.80 (3.71)

Miles (in '000) 565,652 72.67 71.62 75.67
(48.1) (47.61) (49.35)

Age (years) 565,652 4.76 4.69 4.95
(3.33) (3.31) (3.38)

Fraction of Honda 565,652 0.37 0.36 0.39
Fraction of Toyota 565,652 0.62 0.63 0.60
Fraction sold by dealers 565,652 0.64 0.65 0.62
Fraction in Western states 556,806 0.23 0.16 0.41
Fraction assembled in Japan 565,652 0.26
Price ($) 360,774 8,545.89 8,579.16 8,455.01

(4169.07) (4192.88) (4101.95)
Fraction reconditioned 565,652 0.27 0.27 0.27
Estimated reconditioning expenses ($) 565,606 193.67 195.78 187.62

(482.82) (485.61) (474.68)
Fraction classified in good condition 565,652 0.07 0.07 0.05
Fraction classified in bad condition 565,652 0.02 0.02 0.02
Fraction reported with green light 251,138 0.75 0.76 0.73
Fraction sold 565,652 0.64 0.63 0.66
Fraction arbitrated 565,652 0.02 0.02 0.03

Full sample
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Table 2: Regression Results for Sale Price by Japan vs. U.S. Assembly 
 
This table reports the estimates of price differences from the following linear model: 

	, where PRICE is in either level or natural log, and 1 ∑ . The 
composition of the fixed effect j is described in the table. Robust standard errors adjusted for clustering at the fixed-
effect level (make, model, body style, model year, year at auction, auction location, seller type) are in parentheses. 
Significance: *** p < .01, ** p < .05, * p < .1. 
 
 

 

Sample
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dep. Var. Price Price Price ln(Price)
Mean of Price 8,545.89 8,545.89 8,545.89 8,545.89

JAPAN 125.1*** 63.96*** 61.66*** 0.0114***
(8.904) (7.473) (7.504) (0.00105)

Fixed effects include: 
Make, model, model 
year, body style, 
auction year

X X X X

Fixed effects also 
include

Auction 
location

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Observations 360,774 360,774 360,774 360,774
Adjusted R-squared 0.939 0.946 0.947 0.933
Number of clusters 9730 9730 9730 9730

Full sample
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Table 3: Regression Results for Alternative Quality Measures 

 

This table reports the estimates of price differences from the following model: 

	. In columns (1) and (3)-(5), the dependent variables are 0-1 indicators. In columns (1)-(4), both cars that sold and 
went unsold at the auctions are included. In column (1), the dependent variable is 1 if the car received a good condition 
report and 0 if the car either received a poor report or was not given a report. For column (3), cars that ran under a 
green light were advertised with no major defects, which contrasts with yellow lights (some stated defects) and red lights 
(sold “as is”). Data on the lights are available from 2005 and thereafter only, which is why the number of observations is 
lower. Once sold, cars may enter arbitration if the buyer feels the car was misrepresented by the seller during the auction. 
Only sold cars can be arbitrated, which is why there are fewer observations in column (5). Robust standard errors 
adjusted for clustering at the fixed-effect level are in parentheses. Significance: *** p < .01, ** p < .05, * p < .1.  
 

 
 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dep Var.
Good 

condition 
report

Estimated 
conditioning 

expenses
Green light Sold

Not 
arbitrated

Mean of Dep. Var. 0.07 193.67 0.75 0.64 0.98

JAPAN 0.0003 -3.033 0.0008 0.0097*** 0.001
(0.0006) (1.943) (0.0024) (0.0021) (0.0008)

Fixed effects include: 
Make, model, model 
year, body style, 
auction year

X X X X X

Fixed effects also 
include

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Observations 565,652 565,606 251,138 565,652 360,774
Adjusted R-squared 0.708 0.453 0.313 0.153 0.055
Number of clusters 9732 9732 4826 9732 9730
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Table 4: Additional robustness tests 

This table presents specifications, as in Table 2, on subsamples of the data and with the addition of further controls. In columns (1) to (4), the sample is split according 
to the type of seller: Fleet/lease and Dealers. In Columns (5)-(6), the sample excludes the car models for which the fraction of imports from Japan is different (in 
absolute value) by more than 15% than from the fraction of imports of new Japanese cars as reported in the Ward’s Automotive Yearbook (see Section 3.3 for details). In 
column (7), the quality measures used as outcome variables in Table 3 have been added as regressors. The omitted category for the dummies on the condition report is 
cars with no condition report. Cars that run under a yellow light have some stated defects and can only be challenged in arbitration for unannounced defects. Cars 
running under red lights are sold “as is.” The omitted category for the light variables is given by cars that run under green lights, announcing no major defects. Data on 
lights are available only from 2005; hence, the smaller sample size. In Column (8), dummies for some specific options are added as controls. The sample size is smaller 
here as well because information on the options is available only from 2006. Robust standard errors adjusted for clustering at the fixed-effect level are in parentheses. 
Significance: *** p < .01, ** p < .05, * p < .1. 
 

 
  

Sample
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dep Var. Price ln(Price) Price ln(Price) Price ln(Price) ln(Price) ln(Price)
Mean of Price 10802.32 10802.32 6666.1 6666.1 8496.17 8496.17 8678.29 8621.91

JAPAN 84.55*** 0.0109*** 42.66*** 0.0117*** 63.24*** 0.0117*** 0.00834*** 0.00873***
(14.37) (0.00150) (6.080) (0.00144) (7.795) (0.00109) (0.00140) (0.00174)

Controls for quality measures 
included X
Controls for options measures 
included X
Fixed effects include: Make, 
model, model year, body style, 
auction year

X X X X X X X X

Fixed effects also include
Auction location, 

seller type
Auction location, 

seller type
Auction location, 

seller type
Auction location, 

seller type
Auction location, 

seller type
Auction location, 

seller type
Auction location, 

seller type
Auction location, 

seller type

Observations 163,961 163,961 196,813 196,813 342,938 342,938 160,985 110,588
Adjusted R-squared 0.854 0.835 0.961 0.925 0.947 0.933 0.941 0.936
Number of clusters 2316 2316 7414 7414 9134 9134 4825 3488

Excluding "wards' outliers" Full sampleFleet/lease sellers Dealer sellers
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Table 5: Exploring heterogeneity across makes and over time: Price regressions 
 

This table reports the estimates of price differences similar to what was reported in Table 2: ∗ 2002	

	, where PRICE is in either level or natural log, and 1 ∑ . The sample is split between the two major car makers in our 
sample (Toyota and Honda), and in addition to the JAPAN indicator, we add the interaction ∗ 2002	  to assess any changes in the Japan-
U.S. difference in older and more recent models. Therefore, the estimate  gives the difference for models from 2002 onward, and   is the estimated 
difference for models before 2002. The composition of the fixed effect j is described in the table. Robust standard errors adjusted for clustering at the fixed-effect 
level (make, model, body style, model year, year at auction, auction location, seller type) are in parentheses. Significance: *** p < .01, ** p < .05, * p < .1. 
 

 
 

   

Sample
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dep. Var. Price Price ln(Price) ln(Price) Price Price ln(Price) ln(Price)
Mean of Price 8,090.49 8,090.49 8,090.49 8,090.49 9514.85 9514.85 9514.85 9514.85

JAPAN 99.08*** -68.25*** 0.0147*** -0.0065*** 6.991 -6.712 0.0053*** 0.0014
(9.242) (16.59) (0.0013) (0.0017) (10.63) (14.84) (0.0015) (0.0014)

JAPAN*pre-2002 model 235.9*** 0.0298*** 20.45 0.0058**
(19.13) (0.0024) (20.72) (0.0025)

Fixed effects include: 
Make, model, model year, 
body style, auction year

X X X X X X X X

Fixed effects also include
Auction 

location, seller 
type

Auction 
location, seller 

type

Auction 
location, seller 

type

Auction 
location, seller 

type

Auction 
location, seller 

type

Auction 
location, seller 

type

Auction 
location, seller 

type

Auction 
location, seller 

type

Observations 226,574 226,574 226,574 226,574 130,852 130,852 130,852 130,852
Adjusted R-squared 0.945 0.945 0.928 0.928 0.944 0.944 0.938 0.938
Number of clusters 5769 5769 5769 5769 3776 3776 3776 3776

Toyota Honda
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Table 6: Exploring heterogeneity across makes and over time: Alternative quality measures 
 

This table reports the estimates of quality differences similar to what was reported in Table 3, with the addition of an interaction term between the Japan indicator and 
an indicator of pre-2002 models, as well as separately for Honda and Toyota vehicles. Robust standard errors adjusted for clustering at the fixed-effect level (make, 
model, body style, model year, year at auction, auction location, seller type) are in parentheses. Significance: *** p < .01, ** p < .05, * p < .1. 

 

Sample

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Dep Var. Green light
Good 

condition 
report

Estimated 
conditioning 

expenses
Sold

Not 
arbitrated

Green light
Good 

condition 
report

Estimated 
conditioning 

expenses
Sold

Not 
arbitrated

Mean of Dep. Var. 0.74 0.06 172.26 0.64 0.98 0.78 0.07 234.25 0.63 0.98

JAPAN 0.0022 0.0019 7.397 0.00497 -0.0013 0.000004 -0.0022 2.796 -0.0002 0.0001
(0.0038) (0.0025) (5.130) (0.0054) (0.0011) (0.0039) (0.0026) (5.247) (0.0060) (0.0010)

JAPAN*pre-2002 model -0.0016 -0.0016 -27.13*** 0.0106* 0.0016 -0.0004 0.00261 11.97* 0.0084 0.0012
(0.0063) (0.0025) (5.915) (0.0062) (0.0014) (0.0090) (0.0026) (6.109) (0.0073) (0.0017)

Fixed effects include: 
Make, model, model 
year, body style, auction 
year

X X X X X X X X X X

Fixed effects also include
Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Auction 
location, 

seller type

Observations 162,179 352,508 352,478 352,508 352,508 87,978 206,869 206,853 206,869 206,869

Adjusted R-squared 0.313 0.697 0.428 0.139 0.026 0.312 0.722 0.485 0.177 0.032
Number of clusters 3060 5771 5771 5771 5771 1734 3776 3776 3776 3776

Toyota Honda


